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Cameras installed to improve campus security
by Vu Thu Pham
Thorn News Reporter
In a high-tech school such as
Rose-Hulman, high tech crimes
are inevitable. The newest solution to campus security is for the
school to invest in a security
monitoring system.
With a population of over
1,700 students, the school has to
take on the responsibility to keep
students safe and secure. With
the recent wave of thefts and
vandalism, the school's reputation as a wholesome and secure
environment has been questioned
and reviewed.
As reports of more cars broken
into and nine stolen laptops this
year alone, the Student Services
administrators proposed to Dr.

Samuel Hulbert the solution by
installing video cameras around
campus to monitor and capture
criminal activities.
"We are very concerned about
the number of laptops that had
been reported missing and perhaps stolen," commented Dr.
Jess Lucas, Vice-President of
Student Affairs and Dean of Students.
In the past, Rose used several
alternatives to beef up security.
There had been talk of hiring
more security guards for the
campus, but Lucas acknowledged that the security force,
however large, can't be present
everywhere on campus 24 hours
per day. Another security alternative was to hire more student
security for the external parts of

the campus. However, finding
the students to work for the
given hours was difficult.
"We have an obligation to protect everyone's property and
safety," said Lucas.
The obligation to secure the
campus caused Lucas to seek out
several security vendors.
"We looked at a number of
companies and look for the best
equipment and the best prices,"
said Lucas.
Working with the security
office, Lucas hired a security
company called Security Video
Indiana Incorporated to set up
the monitoring system for RoseHu!man. The cost of this investment is in excess of $30,000. The
security system is a monitor system; equipment inside multiplex-

ors will feed information into
video monitors located in the
security offices.
Lucas said the security system
will be installed at locations
which had been targets of
crimes, mainly the parking areas.
However, he said that security
monitors will also be posted
internally where laptops had
been stolen in the past.
According to Lucas, some of
the security system has already
been installed around campus.
Lucas said part of the system was
installed during Thanksgiving
break because he did not want
people around to see the installation of the equipment for fear of
breach of security.
"If the individual is creative
enough, [he/she] might find

ways to render this equipment
ineffective," commented Lucas.
Lucas said he will use the next
break to finish installation of the
monitoring system. Right now,
there are no monitoring systems
installed in any of the residence
halls. However, Lucas said that
future plans called for such
installation. He warned against
the fear of having security monitors invading the privacy of the
students. The systems will be
there only for reasons of security.
"[The monitoring system] is
not there to judge. In most cases,
it is not the students who are
doing this, we know that, it's the
unwanted visitors," said Lucas,
"The hope is we won't have any
more people engage in [criminal
activities]."

Lilly endowment offers $6 million grant to Rose
Rose decks the halls,
Part I of2:$5 million given to build new residence hall
Holiday spirit is all around
-New- 1
osity that has turned our dreams ties for educational enrichment and
lthough the
by Craig Pohlman
into reality," Rose-Hulman Presi- programs geared towards sophorecent warm
this fall
doesn't indicate
it, the holiday
season is here all
across campus
with decorations, service
projects, and
warm spirits.

Thorn News Reporter

Weather

(From left to
right) Weeks
Heist, Adrian
Rust, Sarah
Pyatskowit, and
John Doty help
decorate the
large tree
located in the
main dining
room.
Photo by Craig Pohlman

The Lilly Endowment Inc. has
awarded Rose-Hulman $5 million
to help build a residence hall which
will house new programs and facilities to increase sophomore retention.
Rose-Hulman also received a $1
million grant to sponsor a program
in conjunction with Vigo County to
create a program using computers
to aid local middle school students
in preparing for college.
One of the goals of the grants is
to increase adult post-secondary
education.
According to Ralph Lundgren,
Endowment vice president for education, Indiana currently ranks 48th
among states for the percentage of
adults with a baccalaureate degree.
"We're very appreciative and
excited by the Endowment's gener-

dent Dr. Samuel Hulbert commented.
In the past decade, the Endowment has awarded Rose-Hulman
approximately $16 million.
To date, the total received for the
Vision to be the Best campaign has
reached $106 million, with over $8
million received this fiscal year.
The new residence hall, which is
estimated to cost over $11 million,
has been a part of the Institute's
master plan since 1978. The last
residence hall built was Skinner
Hall 23 years ago.
"We will finally be able to
accommodate all students who
want to live on campus," Hulbert
stated.
According to Pete Gustafson,
assistant vice president of student
affairs, the new residence hall will
house 216 students and have facili-

more success.
Peer tutors from the Learning
Center will be available to sophomores in the new residence hall.
In addition, every sophomore on
academic probation will be required
to live in the hall. Also, students
will be grouped by academic major.
Gustafson cited appreciation for
those from the academic affairs
staff, Wayne Spary, Susan Smith,.
Bill Lindstaedt, and Dick Boyce
who helped develop the proposal
submitted to the Endowment.

NEXT WEEK:
Information about the
$1 million grant to aid in
middle school education
using old laptop computers
and how Rose will help.

Career Fair attracts record number ofcompanies Inside this
Edition
by Mike Oder
Thorn News Reporter

This year's career fair will be
the largest in Rose history, with
115 companies expected to
attend. Students can meet with
approximately 250 representatives to find out about internships, co-ops, and permanent
employment.
The fair will be on Tuesday,
December 8, and Thursday,
December 10, from 10:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on both days. Students
should dress appropriately and
have resumes in hand upon arriving to the auditorium.
I
Companies at the fair will be
trying to fill their permanent
positions first, but about half of
the opportunities available will
be for internships and co-ops.
Early December is a convenient
time to have the career fair, since
it is late enough for students to
start thinking about summer
positions and early enough for
companies to contact seniors

MI

Last year's Career Fair attracted a large number of companies who hoped to employ Rose students.
The Career Fair this year has 115 companies scheduled to attend, another record
File Photo
high number.
before
have
secured
they
employment.
The career fair will give students an opportunity for employment that they might not
otherwise have. According to
Bill Lindstaedt, director of
Career Services, "Face to face

interaction makes a big difference." If students make a good
impression, representatives may
be willing to give them jobs that
they would not get if only grades
and qualifications on paper were
taken into account.
Many of the same recruiters

come from year to year, so students who make a lasting
impression have a chance for
subsequent
employment
in
years. One of the best things
about Rose-Hulman is great job
prospects, and the career fair
should prove to be an excellent
way to learn about those jobs.
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This Weekend

December 6 - 12(cont.)

•Final Date To Add A Class For Winter

Broadcast On AlSH-AM. 1300
• Rifle. Engineer Junior Olympics Meet_
C... Stadium Range(Michael Ray .

a'. Engineering Seminar, Adarsh
• Bic.Chief R&D Engineer of Cerarned
Sc
CorpiDenv er. GM Room, 1050-11:40
am.(Dr. Hulbert)
• Career Services' Summer Job Seminar,
Kahn Room, Hulman Union.6:30 p.m.

• Business Office's Holiday Brunch. Moench
Hall,9-11 am_ (Business Office)
Day,Kahn Rooms,
• Admissions' Vis
-2. ;7 1Admissions
_
Hulman

Friday,December 4

(Jan Ford)
• Wrestling. Little State Championstiips,
Sports & Recreation Center,5:30-11 p.m.
(Mark Buti)
• Rifle. Engineer Junior Olympics Rifle
Championships. Cook Stadium Rifle
Range. Throughout Evening (Michael Ray
• Men's & Women's Basketball. at Millsaps
College. Jackson. Miss.:
• Women's Game,7 p.m. Broadcast On
WJSH-AM. 1300.6-50 p.m.
• Men's Game.9 p.m. Broadcast On
WISH-AM, 1300.850 p.m.
• Men's & W'ornen's Swimming. at DePauw
Invitational. Greencastle
•Career Services Inter.iev. s: Rockwell
G,.1 'en C2,1ing Corp.

Saturday. December 5
•

Kahn Room. Hulman

Union. 2-6 p.m.(Donna Gustafson)
• Fine Arts Series."Wassail. Wassail! Music
For The Yuletide Season.- Baltimore
Consort. Auditorium. Moench Hall. 7:30
p.m. (Ben Benjaminov )
• Wrestling. Little State Championships.
Sports /5.-. Recreation Center.9 am.(Ma'',
BIRO
• Rifle. Engineer Junior Olympic Rifle
Olampionships,Cook Stadium Rifle
Range. Throughout Da)(Michael Ray .
• Men's & Women's Swimming. at DePauw
Invitational. Greencastle

1

December 6 - December 12

Sunday..December 6
• Mc-. • & Women's Basketball. at
Oglethorpe University, Manta.Ga.:
• Men's Game. I p.m. Game Broackst
On W.ISH-A.M. 1300
• Women's Game. 3 p.m. Game

I

Monday,December 7

Office)
•Cr Service's "Evening With Industry,"
K...-' Room. Hulman Union.6:30 p.m_
(Bill Lindstaedt/Ian Ford)
• Career Services' Inteniews: Smiths
Industries Aei,EDS

Tuesday, December 8
• Career Fair..Auclitonum. Moench Hall. All
Day (Ian Ford/Bill Lindstaech
• Biomedical Engineering Seminar, James
Baumgardt. President of Western
Hemisphere Sales for Guidant Corp.. GM
Room. 1050-11:40 am.(Dr. Hulbert)
• Faculty Institute Meeting. E-104. Moench
Hall. 4:30 p.m_ (Barry Benedict)
• Student Government Association Meeting

• December 4, 1998

•
Hultman Union, is arm
•College Republicans Meeting. Hulman
Union.6 pm.
• Explore Engineering Meeting/Computer
Thursday,December 10
Instruction, Dynamics Lab,Olin Hall. 7-9
• Career Fair, Auditor um. Moench Hall. All
,
p.m. (Dale Long/Fred Berr))
Day(Jan Ford/Bill Lindstaedt)
To Be
Opponent
Basketball.
JV
Men's
•
Surrieet
Seminar,
•Biomedical Engineering
Determined. Hulbert Arena, 5:15 p.m.
Dham. Product Engineer for Guidant Corp..
GM Room, 10:50-11:40 a.m.(Dr. Hulbert) • Men's Baskerhall. vs. Blackburn CollegeHulbert Arena, Sports & Recreation Center.
• Sabbatical Report Seminar, Howard
7:30 p.m. Broadcast On WISH-A.M. 1300.
McLean,G-317,Crapo Hall,4:20-5:10
At 7:15 p.m.
p.m.(Howard McLean)

•Ccer Senices' iniervies Gendral
Geneer Corp.. Premier Solutions.
_ - jerwriters Laboratories

• Career Services' Interviews: General Motors

Wednesday. December 9
e Council Meeung.
.
• Pres13:::-.:
1- 7
Hulm:.ir.
• Civil Engineenng Colloquium.
"Entrepreneurs In Civil Engineering.- Judy
Compton Congdon Engineers. Kahn
Room. Hillman Union. II am.to Noon
Sharon Jones)
• Career Services' --EN eninz With hiclustry."
Kahn Room. Hulman Union.6:30 p.m.
(Bill Lindstaedtlan Ford)
• Rose Band & Chorus Holiday Cooker,
-Bening Of Music.- Kahn Room,Hulman
Union.7:30 pm.(Morgan Hawker)
•National Society of Black Engineers

Thursday. December 17

• HtiC-.-.ar, Union Holiday Celebranon. Kahn
Rooms. 11 am.-1 p.m.(Donna Gustafson
• Wrestling. s. s. Olivet College arid Wabash
College. Sports & Recreation Center, 6:30 • Women's BAckerhall, at Si Mary -of-theWoods College,7 p.m Broadcast On
p.m.(Mark Buti)
WISH-AM, 1300. At 6:45 p.m.
• Men's & Women's Swimming. at
Vincennes Univ. Invitational. ILTUI.5 p.m • Explore Engineering Meeting/Computer
Instruction. Dynamics Lab. Olin Hall. 7-9
• Career Services' Interviews: General
pm.(Dale Long/Fred Berry)
Motors Bahr-rick & Wilcox. MC.Dean

Friday, December 11

Friday,December 18

Inc.. MagneTek Corp.

Saturday. December 12

• S.AB Concert Life In General. AudItorium.
GM Room,5:30 p.m.
Moench HalL 7 p.m.(Donna Gustafson ,
Of
• A.SCE Winter Banquet."Restoration
West Baden Springs Hotel,- Lead Architect • Men's Basketball. at Millikin UniNersity
Decatur. 1111.. 8:30 pm. Game Broadcast
George Ridgv.a) & Lead Engineer Greg
On WISH-AM, 1300. At 5:45 p.m.
(Kathy
p.m.
7
'
House.
Blum,Palmer
7.
Baskethall, at
• Men's
Nicoson)
Decatur. 111,5:30 p.m.
• Nlen's JV Basketball. at Wabash College.
Crawfordsville. 7:30 p.m.
• Company Information Session: Geneer
Corp.. Hulman Union,7-9 p.m.

December 13 - 19(cont.)

December 6 - 12 (cont.)

December 13 - December 19

Sunday,December 13
Monday,December 14
. Lunch. Audit:7:am,
,
• Arms ROTC Holicla.
oench Hall, 11 am.-2 p.m.(Lt. Col.
Anthony Rojek)
• Rose Radio Tech Club Meeting.. Hillman
Union. 7 p.m.(Bruce Black

Tuesday,December 15
• Biomedical Engineering Seminar. John
B gal of Tri-State Otolaryngology/
ans.ilk. GM Room. 10:50-11:40 a_m.
(Dr. Hulbert ,
•Explore Engineering Meeting/Computer
Instruction Dynamics Lab. Olin Hall,7-9
pm.(Dale Long/Fred Berry )

Wednesday. December 16

•Stan Of Holiday Break,5 p.m.

Saturday,December 19
• Men's Basketball. at Eureka College,
Eureka. III., 4 p.m. Broadcast On WISHA.1300. At 2-45 p.m

Submissions To
Campus Events
Events may be published in
Campus Events by any organization
or individual. Information on club
meetings. lectures/speeches, and
including
events,
athletic
announcements of time:s and
locations may be submitted to
Campus Calendar, in care of Dale
of
director
Long. associate
communications. at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed
articles containing plans. agendas.
and specific information should be
submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made
by Wednesday. at noon. in order to
be published in Campus Events in
the Rose Thorn on Friday.

1

Affordable Health
Insurance for Students
Anthem
Get u ell. Be u ell. ,..tav

Short-Term Major Medical Plan
t

Er S2 Million Policy Maximum
O'Choice of 3 Calendar Year Deductibles
(S250. S500, S1,000) NO per cause
Pay Lo. Check, VISA. or MasterCard
g Child-Only Coverage
g Skilled Nursing Facility
Home Health Care

Compare These Sample Premiums
ZIP

20

25

30

35

478

$29.29

S29.93

$32.46

S37.88

$35.05

S37.69

$42.68

S49.96

+Rates are based on S500 deductible.

For more information call:

1-800-622-4075
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World and National Circle K raises money to fight IDD
News Briefs
by Vu Thu Pham
Thorn News Reporter

p'f',177.7171:Nr 111171in"a".

kriday,November 27

by Kelly Kozdras
Circle K President
The Rose-Hulman Circle K
club joined more than 500 college campuses around the globe
to celebrate Community Service
and Awareness Week, November 1-7.
During Community Service
and Awareness Week, the club
planned activities that address
the international organization's
Service Initiative, Focusing on
the Future: Children.
The Rose Circle K raised
money to support the campaign
to educate the world about
Iodine Deficiency Disorders
(IDD) and to virtually eliminate

the greatest cause of preventable brain damage and mental
disability in the world: lack of
iodine in the diet. Malnutrition
and diseases such as IDD claim
the lives of 250,000 children
every week.
Circle K International, along
with Kiwanis International and
UNICEF, is fund-raising in
order to eliminate IDD by the
year 2000.
Rose Circle K set up a table in
the Commons to collect pocket
change or other donations for
IDD during the first week of
November. At the table were
cups for donations on behalf of
each residence hall, fraternity,
sorority, commuter students,

and faculty and by the end of
the week $270 was collected.
Since it only takes a nickel to
provide enough iodine to prevent IDD, points tallied for each
organization were based on a
system where nickels counted
for positive points and all other
money counted as negative
points. The group that generated
the most points received $75
from Circle K to give to the
charity of their choice, but all of
the donated money will be
given directly to the IDD fund.
Triangle fraternity was the winner, scoring 893 points to win
by a margin of 280 points over
their closest competitor, Deming Hall.

Cuba's Communist Party reinstated Christmas as a holiday in
There was a $70 billion merger Cuba.
between Exxon and Mobil.
Texas shut down the prison
Pentagon officials .. acknowl- work program as condemned
edged falsifying reports claiming killer Martin Gurule continued
that they tested all computer sys- to elude law agents for the fifth
tems responsible for the nuclear day.
stockpiles for Y2K problems.
Eighteen-year-old Seth PriMichael J. Fox revealed that he vacky was convicted on five
counts of murder for killing his
has Parkinson's disease.
family and girlfriend. Privacky
Dr. Kevorkian was charged with said his father was kicking him
first-degree murder for the death out of the house.
of a man with Lou Gehrig's disBill Gates and his wife
ease. The assisted suicide was
donated $100 million to vaccibroadcast on 60 Minutes.
nate the world's poorest chilclub decorated campus for Home- member ofLINK may contact any of
by Nick Hurlburt
coming and has attended Alumni the officers listed. Members have an
Consumer confidence rose dren.
SGA Publicity Director
5.6%, making the start of the
luncheons. Members have attended excellent opportunity to meet
Is your job hunt not quite working several
Boeing will cut 48,000 jobs by
Christmas season a merry one for
conferences with alumni alumni, establish contacts and
out? Are all your contacts in industry associations
2001.
retailers.
at different schools, and develop personal skills. New memworking at McDonald's? Rose-Hul- have
encouraged alumni in the area bers are only asked to become
man
has
produced all the contacts to remain involved with
Monday.November 301 Thursday,December3
students on involved in any of the activities the
you could ever need, and a new club campus.
club is doing, and enjoy doing someA report on sexually transmit- has been formed to help you get
Clinton proposed to expand
LINK looks forward to providing thing for themselves and their school.
Medicaid and Medicare to allow ted diseases said there were 15.3 assistance from them.
new services, such as a Senior ReloThe Student-Alumni Association cation Program, which will allow
thousands of disabled people to million Americans infected in
retain health benefits after they 1996, three million more than LINK,recently approved as an SGA- seniors given a job offer in an unfa- LIN% Offre/Z/Z5:
the original estimate.
return to work.
recognized organization, is cooperat- miliar location a chance to contact
President: Kelli Reckard
ing with the Alumni Affairs Office to alumni in that area to find out more
information. A mentor program for
The World Bank reported that provide
AT&T was fined $20,000 for
Rose students with a way to
Vice-President: Cody O'Neil
switching the long distance ser- the world could face a. recession access our alumni and the resources freshman and sophomore students is
also planned. This program would Secretary: Adam Homan
vice of a Pennsylvanian couple next year even after the U.S. and they can use
to serve you.
match a student with an alumnus to
four times last year without their Europe both cut interest rates.
Although a young organization, do job shadowing to see what an Treasurer: Andy Grahn
permission:
US Airways Group will pay 30 LINK is already very active and has engineer does in the real world.
Anyone interested in becoming a Publicity Director: Dan Hohne
more activities in the works. The
Government
officials professional and management
announced that hospitals cannot women employees close to
delay or deny patients of emer- $400,000 in back pay and salary 'Club ofthe Week" is a publicity service provided by the SGA to all ofits recognized clubs. Ifyou are inter
ested in an articlefeaturing your club, please contact the SGA office at ext. 8446.
gency services because their adjustments after their pays were
insurance plans require permis- found to be lower than that of
the male executives.
sion before treatment.

CLUB OF THE WEEK
LINK

l

Tuesday,December 1
rr 4 The new national gun check
system was not able to complete
ifive-minute background checks
'-'because licensed gun dealers
were not able to get through the
FBI phone bank.
The merger between Exxon and
Mobil caused 12,000 people to
lose their jobs.
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
will host a Formula One race in
Z000.
it The Dow drops 217 points
)ecause of the decline in oil, techriology, and financial services
stocks.

Tech. Comm.
problem solved
for ME seniors

RHA sponsors assassins

FAA wants airlines to document flight information on massive computer systems. The upto-the-minute collection of data
by Ian Myers
would help to monitor Y2K
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn News Reporter
problems as well as giving the
Thorn News Reporter
RHA is sponsoring an assasairlines better ways to prevent
During last quarter registration, over sins tournament today. For
accidents.
20 mechanical engineering students those who have never heard of
were bumped from Technical Commu- assassins, it is a game in
Blood banks warned people in nications due to a lack ofspace.
which everyone assumes the
Chicago, Pittsburgh, and MemAt the Humanities department meetphis that they might have ing on November 6, it was agreed upon role of an assassin and tries to
received blood without proper that a new section of the class would be "kill" the next person until the
last assassin is "dead."
testing for AIDS and hepatitis.
offered.
There are more than 100
The new section is taught by an ME
The space shuttle Endeavour professor under the advice of Dr. Julia people signed up, and the
lifted off today to carry six astro- Williams of the Humanities department. tournament will continue until
nauts to begin assembling the
International Space Station. _

tournament
only one person is left alive.
The assassins will be
allowed to roam most of the
campus. However, there are
some no-kill zones, which
include residence hall rooms,
classrooms, the dining hall,
and restrooms.
The person with the most
kills as well as the last person
alive will each receive $50, so
it is worth taking the risk of
getting killed.

Where did Ralph's door go?

SGA Bureaucrat
by Nick Hurlburt
SGA Publicity Director
rr
The last regular meeting of the
itudent Government Association
.or the Fall quarter was held on
"Tuesday, November 10.
Senators of the Week were
innounced: Libby Henthorn for
ler effort in preparing elections;
Grandstaff for his work in
)rganizing this year's bonfire; and
kndy Davis for his leadership in
he Special Events Committee.
The general fund was reported
o be $45,721.37.
The district representative from
3SB reported that his district is
)1anning to fix the BSB game

room. Speed's representative
announced plans to begin recycling aluminum cans in the hall.
The senators from Deming will
begin holding open meetings for
their district Fridays at 2 p.m., and
the commuters will start a
monthly newsletter to keep their
constituents informed.
LINK, a club formed in an
attempt to bring together students
and alumni, came before the Senate and was approved for full club
status. They were provided with
$1,607 for an operating budget for
this year. For more information on
LINK, see the "Club of the Week"
article on this page.

BEFORE

AFTER
Photos courtesy of Don Harrington

Deming One
residents build
wall as prank
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn Reporter
When Raphaella
graduate
Palmer,
assistant in student
activities, returned
from an RHA conference': she didn't
expect a wall to be
where her apartment
door was.
"We don't know
how it got there,"
joked Deming One
Sophomore Advisor
Costenaro,
Dan
"Her face flushed red
in anger, followed by
words of an unprintable nature."

Features •
Smith, Hackman do well in Enemy ofthe State
December 4,1998
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perfect murder, except
that a nature photographer gets it all on video.
When the executive
Opening Notes: When I first
finds out, he orders that
saw the previews for Enemy of the
the tape must be recovState several months ago, I
ered. A chase ensues,
couldn't help but think that it
and eventually, the pholooked like a good movie. Of
tographer passes the tape
course, the fact that one of my fato Dean when they run
vorite actors, Seth Green, would
into each other in a linbe in it did not hurt, but everything
gerie boutique. The rest
about the preview made the film
of the film follows Dean
look like it would be a high quality
as he is hounded by the
action film. After actually seeing
NSA and has to rely on
the movie, I cannot say that I was
Brill to save him from a
disappointed, as Enemy of the
situation that he had no
State lives up to my expectations.
involvement in.
Cast: Will Smith (Men in
The Good: The movBlack, Independence Day) takes a
ie really flows well. Will Smith and Gene Hackman try and escape from the NSA. Hackman's characbreak from his busy
There aren't any re- ter, Brill, once worked for the NSA,and designed much of their equipment.
alien-fighting obligaally slow parts, and
tions to play Robert
the audience reClayton Dean, a D.C.
The Bottom Line: Enemy of the
mains interested through- only.connection to Brill. Not that
labor lawyer. Gene
I was
out. Will Smith has a sense she's a bad actress or what have State was a good movie.
Hackman (Hoosiers)
theater
of charisma that always has you, but it just seemed that her surprised when I left the
co-stars as the mysterihad lasted 2
the audience relate to him, character was totally unnecessary that the showing
ous Brill, a master of
the plot. Aside from that, the hours and 15 minutes, because the
to
exception.
no
is
this
film
and
surveillance who Dean
well, and
Gene Hackman does well in only thing that merits mentioning movie kept pace really
has had work for him
Allong.
terribly
seem
didn't
charthe
of
most
that
fact
the
was
exactly
almost
is
a role that
on occasion. Jon Voithough it was a typical action
the same as the one he played acters are largely undeveloped.
ght (The Rainmaker,
The Ugly: The truly frightening movie, there were enough twists,
in the Academy Award nomMission: Impossible) is
thing about this movie is the fact especially at the end, that overall
Conversation
The
film
inated
technolvillainous
the
movie.
(1974), which this movie that almost, if not all, of the sur- made it a decent
ogy executive Thomas
veillance equipment that was used
resemblance
striking
a
bears
Brian Reynolds, who
On a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 beor depicted in this film actually exto as well.
targets Dean as he's
classic and 1 being Corey
ing
sobering
a
certainly
It's
ists.
The Bad: Lisa Bonet (Decovering up a conSeth Green and Jamie Kennedy trying to track nise from the old Cosby thought that the more technologi- Haim's spy movie The Double 0
gressman's • murder.
this movie a 3, a welldown Will Smith.
Show) played Dean's old cally advanced we become as a so- Kid), I give
Several other emerging
Pictures girlfriend, who also is his ciety, the more individual privacy executed version of the action film
Touchstone
from
Photos
actors have smaller
formula.
is compromised.
roles as well, including Jason Lee
(Mallrats, Clerks) as Daniel Zavitz, the nature photographer who
tapes the congressman's murder.
Seth Green (Can't Hardly Wait,
TV's Bufft the Vampire Slayer)
and Jamie Kennedy (Scream) play
the techies who are in charge of
the surveillance effort on Dean.
Plot: A senior congressman is
out walking his dog in the park,
when a Reynolds, a high-ranking
executive in the NSA (National
Security Agency) confronts him
and requests that he support a new
technology bill. When the congressman refuses, he is drugged to
make it look like he had a heart attack, and drowned in the lake. The

By Travis Holler
Thorn Features Editor

Jerry Springer goes to the big screen in Ringmaster
By Robert Kober
Thorn Columnist
Opening Notes: The movie begins with a typical scene from an
episode of Jerry Springer including hair pulling, descriptive insults, black-shirted body guards,
tongue kissing lesbians, and bigamous boyfriends.
The Cast: Jerry Springer was
obviously portraying a character
very similar to himself, Jerry Farrelly, a former politician and news
anchor. Molly Hagan (Herman's
Head) played Connie Zorzak, the
mother; Jaime Pressly, portrayed
Angel Zorzak, the daughter, and
Rusty, the lazy,. two-timing, bum
husband and step-father was
played by Michael Dudikoff.
While, I have never heard of any
of the cast other than Jerry, the acting was not too had. Hagan brings
poignancy to Connie, the trailer-

park mom who was pregnant at 15
and blames herself for the shabby
life she has created for her daughter. Pressly has a good scene
showing her pathetic lifestyle as
she tries to cash her paycheck and
is told she has the wrong ID.
The Plot: Connie catches her
daughter Angel having sex with
her husband, Angel's step-dad.
Her first reaction is to have sex
with Angel's boyfriend Willie for
revenge, but Connie soon begins
to see this as an opportunity for
free plane tickets. She calls "The
Jerry Show" and gets her family
accepted on the "You Did WHAT
with Your Step-Daddy" segment.
After Connie, Angel, Rusty, and
Willie get to the set for Jerry, they
attend an orientation session
where Angel and Connie compete
with each other to see who can seduce Jerry and the other guests
first, including Demond, a guest
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from the segment "My Traitor
Girlfriends."
The Good: The plot focused
more on the actors and not on Jerry himself. Nobody really cares
that much about Jerry, but rather
about what kind of people would
want to be guests on the Jerry
Springer Show. Jerry was depicted as sorrowful and morose while
he stands off to the side. He appears to dislike doing his show and
dealing with the worst scum of the
country on a daily basis. His biggest moment in the center of our
attention was when he delivered a
speech on how the poor have just
as much right to be publicly humiliated as the rich. The only difference is that the rich have it
thrust upon them, while the poor
have to seek it out.
The Bad: Ringmaster exceeded
my expectations, but that's not to
say it was a good movie. Howev-

er, what stood out as being the
worst part was how several members of the audience resembled the
guests in the movie. While the
guest on Jerry may be extreme examples of the worst that America
has to offer, Ringmaster really
made it obvious that the kinds of
people who are guests on Jerry
Springer are not really all that uncommon. Perhaps some people
are really so poor and desperate
for some way to break out of the
lives, that they would take a free,
all expenses paid round trip to the
Jerry Springer show just to be victims of the most controversial talk
show in America.
The Ugly: There are several
ugly scenes. In one, a female
guest showed Jerry her tattoo,
which is conveniently located on
her butt. Then, to the audience's
disgust, another female guest slaps
her tattoo. Needless to say, it was

The Rose Thorn

not pretty. Another scene, even
worse than the first, is Jerry attempting to flex his flabby muscles in front of a mirror.
The Bottom Line: Ringmaster
was better than I expected. The
actors did not take their parts too
seriously and gave the movie an
almost believable feel. The guests
come across as pathetic but spirited, and are portrayed with some
sympathy. There are a few good
lines and parts of the movie are
funny, but overall, it's not all that
different from the average Jerry
Springer show episode on television.
On a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 being classic and 1 being The Positively True Adventures of the
Alleged Texas Cheerleader-Murdering Mom), I give this movie a
2.
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Four wheels, a Jet engine, and a man named Art
Alex
Song
Thorn
Columnist

Last Saturday I was driving back
to Terre Haute from Milwaukee
when I was unpleasantly surprised
by an Indiana State Police cruiser
sitting in the unlit highway median.
Noticing the large white car hiding
in the dark, I instinctively took my
foot off the gas and tapped the
brakes, but it was too late. Cursing
under my breath, I watched in my
rear view mirror as the car turned
around, gave chase, and signaled for
me to pull over with its sirens.
As I sat parked on the shoulder, Art Arfons and The "Green
Monster," the machine that got him up to 576.553 miles per hour.. He broke the land speed record three times.
the officer asked for my license and
Photos provided by Art Arfons
vehicle registration, and I distinctly
remember thinking two things: 1) "Green Monster" was powered by a and performed an impressive series plane.
In our first phone conversa- he remarked "I'd be foolish to try it
my insurance premiums are going to General Electric J-79 turbojet en- of flips and end-over-end rolls across tion,
he seemed confident that it again," explaining that he doesn't
go up, and 2)speed limits are a stu- gine. Used on fighter planes like the the dry lakebed.
would be capable of breaking the have nearly the budget that the Britpid concept. While the officer was F-104 and the F-4, in full afterburner
Tearing down the salt flats faster then current record of 633 miles per ish team had. He is currently trying
back at his car processing my infor- this enormous beast developed than a.45 caliber pistol bullet, he had hour. Half
seriously, I asked him to sell the "Green Monster" for
mation, I came to the conclusion 17,500 horsepower and consumed little time to react to the unfolding whether he was
looking for a_driver, $100,000.
that, in the grand scheme of things I 10 gallons ofjet fuel per second.
situation. "The horizon was on the but the 71-year-old man insisted on
I expressed my disappointment at
really wasn't going very fast at all.
Arfons found his engine in a scrap wrong side of the windshield before having the fun all to himself.
the fact that he is no longer striving
For instance, Cheetahs run around heap, junked for having run into a I even knew what was happening,"
Unfortunately, that summer he to be "The Fastest Man on Earth," as
at something like 75 mph, and there steel spike. "Not realizing that this he told me,chuckling.
was beaten to the record by a British well as my anger that he twice let the
are those professional baseball play- was a classified engine, I made the
Luckily, at the Bonneville Salt team led by Richard Noble - - the British take the coveted Land Speed
ers who can throw in the 90-mph mistake of calling the guys at GE for Flats there is nothing to crash into same guy who held the previous
Record away from Americans. But
range. When I went paint-balling a a manual," he told me, adding that but the ground. Arfons was not seri- record of 633 mph that stood for 14 when the 72 year-old
man reminded
couple of summers ago, the little or- "within days an Air Force guy from ously injured and was released from years. This time, with Royal Air me that he is now a grandfather,
I cut
ange blur that smacked me in the Washington D.C.came to my house the hospital the next day. "At that Force pilot Andy Green as driver, him some slack. I thanked
him for
arm and gave me a giant welt was and tried to get the engine back." speed,I basically got sandblasted by Noble's team actually exceeded the the interesting conversation and
traveling in excess of 200 mph. I Fortunately, the guy let him have the the lake-bed salt," he explained. "It speed of sound on land, confirmed hung up.
heard that Indy cars race at some-,,enginei convinced that it was so bad- felt like my whole body got a really, by an audible sonic boom..
In ,an era with fewer and fewer
thing like 220 miles per hour. ' ly damaged as to be unusable. "
really bad rug-burn. My eyes stung
Arfons was there to witness the heros, Art Arfons is a man who defAnd then ofcourse,there's Art ArDespite lacking the proper manu- from the salt, and patches of skin car exceed 700 mph, but did not initely has my respect. Without any
fons. This Akron Ohio man became als, Arfons eventually had the engine would continue to water up for the have enough money to stay and wit- formal engineering education, he rea national figure in the mid 1960's running. And by the time the car next couple of years."
ness the final record of 763 mph. I built a jet engine, stuck four wheels
when he built an incredible home- was complete, he had invested only
"What about the'Green Monster'," asked if he knew Richard Noble,and onto it, called it a car, and drove into
made 600 mph jet-engined car, the $15,000 of his own money into it. I asked. "Oh,the car was completely he said,"yes,! had my picture taken the history books. He is one of only
"Green Monster." In the next few He was able to get Firestone to spon- trashed," he told me,"and parts of it with him." He was quick to note that a handful of people who knows what
years Arfons claimed the "Fastest sor him with $50,000 in experimen- were scattered across 4.5 miles of the Noble also knew of him. Arfons and it feels like to have mile markers
Man on Earth" title on three separate tal wheels and tires that were rated dry lake bed." After the conversa- Noble are two of only five people zoom past his face at five-second inoccasions, breaking the Land Speed for speeds in excess of600 miles per tion I drove down Wabash Avenue currently in the "500 Mile Per Hour tervals. An interesting mixture of
Record with speeds of 434.02, hour. "The nylon tires were 24 ply to gain a perspective on exactly how Club."
both MacGyver and Evil Knievel,
536.71, and 576.553 mph.
thick and had no tread," he told me. far 4.5 miles is. Starting out at the
A realistic man, Arfons admitted Arfons continues to serve as an inAt a time when it was becoming "You could even see the fabric."
Rose campus entrance, I ended up that his current car could probably spiration to me and many others.
clear that piston engined cars just
During his first trial runs at the driving past the Rally's, past Rural only reach a maximum of650 miles
In honor of his many achieveweren't going any faster than 400 Bonneville Salt Flats, three black King, past the Kroger, past the train per hour, "a hundred fourteen miles ments, this weekend I will be shopmph, jet-powered cars were just lines, several miles long and sixty tracks, clear out to the Indiana State per hour short of the record." When ping for a radar detector.
starting to make their mark on the feet apart, were painted on the salt to University Campus downtown.
I asked if he had any intention of atLand Speed Record scene. Arfons' provide a reference. Arfons found
When I arrived at the I.S.U. library tempting to break the current record
intense rivalry with fellow record that his three-and-a-quarter ton car parking lot, exactly 4.5 miles away,!
breaker Craig Breedlove inflated the was capable of 0-600 mph accelera- came to realize that the "Green Monstagnant record from 400 mph to 600 tion in 18 seconds, with forces as ster's" humongous crash site must
mph in the short span of just two high as 3 G's pressing him back into have been a beast to clean up.
Vt
,
years.
his seat. Each run consisted of three
That accident only seemed to fuel
•
During my sophomore year, I miles of acceleration leading to a Arfons' love for his hobby. After
came across Arfons' telephone num- one-mile trap where the speed was completely rebuilding the car from
1:•Z.
1i
•-• •
ber through a bizarre chain of events officially measured. This was fol- scratch, he performed demonstraand called him up for the first time. lowed by four miles of space to de- tions at airstrips for several years. In
My recent encounter with the Indi- celerate with parachute and brakes. fact, when I called up this man a cou,
50
ana State highway patrolman last
The three record breaking runs ple of years ago, he was busy in his
week inspired me to give Arfons a went off without mishaps, culminat- shop working on the newest revision
third phone call to see what he was ing in his 576.553-mph record. But of his car, still striving to reclaim the
rr 11 ,T
7
up to, and catch up on his most re- a run on November 17, 1965 ended title of"The fastest man on earth."
4..
cent projects.
Constructed in 1989, Arfons' latin the highest speed car accident in
Giving me a brief overview of the history. Attempting to steal the est car is the 27th revision of his
car, Arfons started out our conversa- record back from rival Craig Breed- original "Green Monster",and uses a
tion explaining that the original love, Arfons lost a wheel at 610 mph J-85 jet engine from a T-38 trainer
money
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Basketball season in full swing as SCAC play begins
Women head into conference
Men ready tojump into
play minus one key player
new conference
Rose got as close as nine on 38. The Engineers also turned
three separate occasions in the the ball over 26 times, including
second half, but were unable to 19 steals by Elmhurst.
Forsyth led the Engineers with
stop the Greenville rallies.
Poor shooting both from the 14 points and two steals and also
After losing the home opener
to Greenville College 76-64 field and at the line did the Engi- grabbed five rebounds in her colTuesday night, the Engineers' neers in as they shot 30 percent legiate debut. Speich provided
women's basketball team (0-3) (22-73) from the field and 52 eight points and nine rebounds,
will meet its first Southern Colle- percent (15-29) from the free- and freshman Christie Shadrach
Conference throw line, as compared to 44 added eight points and three
Athletic
giate
(SAC)opponents this weekend and 72 percent from opposing assists in fifteen minutes of play.
The Engineers lost a heartwhen they hit the road to face Greenville. However, the EngiMillsaps tonight and Oglethorpe neers held a slight rebounding breaker the next day to Cornell,
edge over Greenville, 49-48, and 63-56. Trailing 10-9 early in the
Sunday.
The Engineers will be without turned the ball over fewer times first half, the Engineers went on
an 11-2 run to take a 20-12 lead.
one of their key players, how- than their opponent.
Speich led the Engineers with They would carry that lead and
ever. Becky Smith, a senior who
has been on the team since its 18 points, including four threes, extend it to II entering the secinception, will be out indefi- and added 10 boards. Sopho- ond half, 37-26.
Rose would hold their lead
nately with a torn anterior cruel- more Tarelle Van Dyk grabbed a
career-high 15 rebounds and until the six minute mark when
ate ligament.
Freshman Cornell tied the score at 49 with
Smith also missed much of last scored 12 points.
Christina Forsyth provided 15 a free throw. The Engineers
season with an injury early on.
"Becky has had an unfortunate points on seven for II shooting. never held the lead again but
Rose played at the Arcade were able to keep it close, trailstring of had luck over the past
two seasons," commented head Travel Invitational at Elmhurst ing by one with two minutes
coach Brenda Davis, "She will College over the break. The remaining. However, the Engibe greatly missed on the floor but Engineers dropped the first game neers were unable to score in
is still a valuble member of this to Elmhurst 89-51, and then lost those final two minutes, allowing
the consolation game the next Cornell to pad its lead to the final
team."
The Engineers will not return day 63-56 to Cornell (Iowa). score, 63-56.
The Engineers shot only 28
to Hulbert Arena until the new Speich was named to the allyear, but will have three home tournament team for her efforts. percent (16-56) from the field,
The Engineers' got the season but knocked down 83 percent
games within a week starting
Jan. 2 against SCAC foe Centre off to a rather rocky start as Elm- (24-29) of their free throws.
College. University of the South hurst scored the first II points of Cornell held a 50-42 rebounding
visits Jan. 4 and non-conference the game and took a 50-24 lead advantage over the Engineers.
Freshman Molly McKeown
foe Eureka College faces the into the locker room in the
Rose-Hulman never led Rose with 13 points and eight
opener.
Engineers Jan. 6.
Speich added 12
Greenville got off to a quick recovered from the deficit on rebounds.
points and eight rebounds, and
start, scoring the first eight points their way to losing 89-51.
Elmhurst shot 48 percent from Van Dyk scored trine points,
of the contest before senior
Amanda Speich buried a three. the field as compared to the 35 grabbed seven rebounds, and
Greenville built their lead and percent shooting by the Engi- picked up six assists and five
neers and outrebounded Rose 45- steals.
entered halftime on top, 41-3 I.
by Pete Anderson
Thorn Editor-in-chief

the Engineers jumped out to an
early 16-5 lead.
Egli racked up 24 points, five
assists, and three steals in the
The men's basketball squad, winning effort, while Millingalready 3-1, will embark upon ton contributed 12 points and
history tomorrow, as they play seven rebounds. Johnson estabtheir first ever SCAC confer- lished himself in the middle,
ence games this weekend scoring 20 points.
While the rest of us enjoyed
against Millsaps and Oglethorpe, both of which are on the turkey, deviled eggs and a dubious Steelers loss, the Engineers
road.
The team was picked to finish made the trek to the Johns Hopsecond in the conference in a kins Invitational in Baltimore.
poll conducted earlier this The Engineers won their first
year. The team has qualified match against Monrovian, 64for the NCAA Division III tour- 53, behind Puthoff's 13-point
nament for two out of the last effort.
The Engineers lost, however,
three years, and expectations
will be high this weekend for in the final game to host school
Johns Hopkins, due in part to a
the squad.
Rose goes into the game fol- 26-12 lead in the first half. The
lowing a resounding drubbing Engineers struggled for the first
of IU-East this past Monday, twenty minutes of the game,
shooting only 10-28 (36%)
73-39.
IU-East never even made it from the field.
Rose cut the lead to 28-24
close, as the Engineers jumped
out to a quick 13-4 lead, and earlier in the second, but fell
then a 43-17 halftime lead. short as Johns Hopkins scored
Matt Millington led all scorers twelve of the games final fifteen
with 14 points, including four points to win, 76-59. Egli and
Joe Johnson led the team in the losfrom behind the arc.
Puthoff contributed 12 points ing effort with 17 and 16 points,
and racked up a career-high respectively.
The Engineers play a game at
nine boards.
University in Illinois
Millikin
witnessed
This past Monday
the home opener for the Engi- next Saturday, then return for a
neers, as they took care of home game before the ChristAurora 70-61. The senior trio mas break on Wednesday,
of Bryan Egli, Sam Johnson, December 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
and Millington led the way as Hulbert Arena.
By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor

Thorn Athlete ofthe Week: Bryan Egli, men's basketball
by Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
These past few years have
seen many successes for the
Rose-Hulman men's basektball team.
One of the keys to this
success has been the play of
senior Bryan Egli.
Throughout the team's
first four games, Egli has
averaged 14.5 points per
game, tops on the team,
ahead of Sam Johnson's
'3.5.
The statistic that really

rhe/cutt-

stands out, however, is the number
of steals: seven. In fact, Egli has
made a career of theivery. He has
amassed 78 in his career, and will
crack the top ten in all time in that
category with 18 steals this year.
Egli is looked to as a leader of
the men's squad this year, along
with fellow seniors Johnson and
Matt Millington.
One of the chief reasons for this
is Egli's prolific scoring. Last year
he averaged 21.9 points per game,
which was tops in the ICAC. Last
year also saw him enter the 1,000point club, and he sits 15th on the
all-time career scoring list. Egli

notched 25 points or more in ten
contests.
Last year's scoring spree was
the sixth best season of all time.
Egli scored 548 points, part of
which came on 62 three-pointers
in last season's 13-12 effort.
He also led the team during the
1996-97 season with a 16.9 points
per game mark, good for second
place in the ICAC scoring race.
Egli has also proven to be a
long-range threat, racking up 118
three-pointers in his collegiate
career, putting him at fifth place
all time.
"Bryan has proved to be one of

the most explosive players in the
country offensively," commented
head coach Jim Shaw on his offensive star.
Shaw isn't blowing smoke. Last
season's effort earned him secondteam NCAA Division III All-Midwest District honors from the
National Association of Basketbail Coaches.
Egli 'hails from across the
Wabash River in West Terre
Haute. There he was a basketball
player for the Vikings of West
Vigo High School.
Egli, a civil engineering major,
is the son of Mark and Jenny Egli.
INDIANA THEATRE
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End ofa historicfall seasonfor Engineer athletics
By Don Cole
'
Thorn Sports Editor
Finals week witnessed the end
of the fall sports season for the
Rose-Hulman Fighting Engineers,
and the end of a historic period in the
school's athletic history, the first time
the school competed
in the Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference.
Overall, it was a
learning experience
for the various Engineer squads. The
men's football team
finished at 3-7 overall for the'third
year in a row, while notching a 24 record in SCAC play, fifth in the
conference. Powerhouse Trinity
won the SCAC foOtball race with
a 6-1 mark. This marked Trinity's
fourth consecutive conference
championship.
The volleyball team witnessed a
decline from their 11-win season a
year ago to finish 6-31, going 1-8
in the SCAC. The team finished
eighth place in the season-ending
conference tournament hosted
here at Rose. Trinity defeated old
ICAC rival DePauw for the conference title.
The soccer team ended up winless in the SCAC, 0-8-1, and
racked up a 5-12-1 overall
record. It is a deceptive record,
however, as the team lost five
games by one goal.
The
cross-country
teams
enjoyed a measure of success this
season. Both the men and women
won a meet earlier in the season,
while the men finished eighth
overall at the conference meet and
the women finished sixth overall.

Rhodes College and DePauw won
the men's and women's titles,
respectively.
Football
Although the football team had
something of a disappointing season, plenty of Engineers won individual honors. Secondteam GTE College Division V all-academic
team honors went to
senior linebacker Bryan
Hagelskamp and sophomore defensive back
Justin Blomenberg.
Blomenberg had a
memorable season this
year, tying the school's
all-time
single-season
interception record with
nine, including four
in one game against
Earlham. Blomenberg earned SCAC
Defensive Player of
the Week honors
twice.
He was also recognized nationally
for that performance, being named Defensive
Player of the Week by Don
Hansen's Football Guide, and
USA III Football named him
National Co-Defensive Player of
the Week.
The honors are not over yet for
Blomenberg, either. Other than
being all-academic second-team,
he was named first-team AllSouth Region. This means he will
move on to the All-American ballot, and is also nominated to the
GTE/CoSIDA academic AllAmerican team.
Eric Hyten continued to assault
the record books. He moved up to
second place on the school's alltime rushing list with a total of

2,878 yards by
land. He is virtually assured
of being the
team's all-time
rushing leader,
as he needs
only 236 yards
to surpass current
leader
Kevin Kingery,
who
played
from 1973-1976.
Brian Goldman turned out to be
a welcome surprise for the Engineers. The junior amassed 531
yards on the ground and rushed
for three touchdowns.
Hagelskamp and junior Jon
Hulsman continued to be
the leaders of the defensive unit. Hagelskamp
led the team with 84
tackles, eight for losses,
and forced two fumbles.
Hulsman, along with
freshman David Berty,
led the squad in sacks
with 3.5 each. Hulsman
also had 68 tackles, 17 of
which were for losses.
This effort earned Hulsman thirdteam
All-South
Region status, as well.
Volleyball
Although the volleyball team did not live
up to many of their
expectations in 1998,
they did end the season with strong performances against both
Franklin and the University of the South.
Junior Kate Buchanan was undoubtedly the team's
star and leader. She led the squad
both emotionally and statistically
with 601 assists and 52 service
aces. The effort won her third-

team
all-conference
honors in a coach's
poll.
Buchanan wasn't the
only bright spot for the
team. A number of
freshmen made their
marks, especially Jennifer Krause. Krause,
who also earned thirdteam
all-conference
status, set a single-season school record with 382 kills
and led the team with 109 blocks.
Not to be outdone, another pair
of freshman, Michelle Unger and
Tara Strahle, also put together
very promising rookie seasons.
Unger set a single-season school
record with 443 digs, while
Strahle amassed 135 kills and 353
digs.
Soccer
The 1998 Engineer
men's soccer team will
likely be remembered
for some of the most
competitive play that
head coach Greg Ruark
has ever seen. The team
lost five games by a single goal, turning a potential
10-7-1
record into a
5-12-1
record.
John Fell
provided many of the
thrills and plenty of
scoring for the team
this year. Fell led the
with seven
team
goals. Fell earned
SCAC Co-Player of
the Week honors
once this year, in a week that
included a thrilling 114th minute
overtime goal to defeat Wabash.
Junior Neil Kaszubski also had
a standout season. Kaszubski was

named to the all-SCAC secondteam on the strength of three goals
and five assists. Another junior,
Keoni Sundseth, enjoyed a good
year with four goals and five
assists.
Senior goalie George Messorosh also performed well in his
first year starting, allowing a 2.12
goals against average, and racking
up three shutouts.
Cross-country
The Rose-Hulman men's crosscountry team finished eighth overall at the SCAC Conference Meet,
hosted here in Terre Haute.
Rhodes College pulled off a stunning upset over the heavily
favored DePauw team.
Brian Wickham paced the team
by finishing 36th with a time of
28:36. Matt Crain and Ryon Sumner also placed well, finishing
40th
and
45th,
respectively.
The
women's
team fared a little
better,
finishing
sixth out of the nine
teams.
Freshman
Rebecca Merow had
an excellent run, finishing seventh overall with a time of
19:47. The effort
earned her All-Conference status, a fitting reward for a consistently
high-finishing season. Ann Talbert was the next highest finisher
for rose at 4NKI.
Both teams also ran at the
NCAA Division III Great Lakes
Regional, with the men's team
finishing 25th and the women's
team finishing 29th.

Mark Dudley also contributed to
this article

WO familiar sights from the 1998 fall sports season for the Engineers. Eric
Hyten (with ball, far left) busts through the line for yet another long run. This
season saw Hyten move to second place on the all-time rushing list, second
only to Kevin Kingery. Jennifer Krause (white shirt, near left) provided a welcome bright spot for the women's volleyball team this season. The freshman
set a school record in kills and led the team in blocks.

Another quarter of sports is upon us. The Thorn
could use your help! If you're interested in news
or sports reporting,or in being a regular columnist, now's your chance to join! Come to our regular weekly meetings in Olin 101 Wednesdays at
5 p.m. We hope to see you there!

Classified Advertisements
miles, sun roof, spoiler, AM/FM
POLICIES
stereo, tape, very clean, $7,000
Thorn offers classified
Rose
The
SPRINGBREAK
Cancun, (firm). Contact L. Harmening,
advertisements less than 30
Florida, etc.
Best hotels,
ext. 8438. Edmunds, Kelley
words free to Rose-Hulman
parties, prices. Book early and
Blue Book data available.
students, faculty, and student
save! Earn money + free trips!
Campus
reps/organizations ATTN - Seniors w/ 300 MB organizations. For submissions
wanted.
Inter-Campus Hard Drives: 540 MB Hard of more than 30 words, each
Programs
1-800-327-6013 Drive, works fine - $25. $15 to additional word is $0.10.
www.icpt.com
install. PLAYSTATION w/ 2
classified
other
All
controllers, memory card, and
FOR SALE
advertisements are $3.00 for the
games - $125 obo. Call 877first 30 words and $0.15 for
1991 Honda Accord EX white 1576, ask for Malcolm.
each additional word. Payments
coupe, 5-speed, 1 owner, 73,000

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS

must be made in advance;
corrections at our expense first Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
week only;
mail addressed to the Thorn, by
thorn® roseThe Rose 'Thorn reserves the email-ing
right to refuse advertising which hulman.edu, or by calling the
the editors judge to be Thorn office at extension 8255.
discriminatory on the basis of Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
to
prior
Wednesday
sexual the
religion,
race,
orientation, or gender. Also any publication. Runs over one week
advertisement which promote must be renewed weekly by
violence, illegal activities or is contacting the Thorn office,
in bad taste will not be unless prior run arrangements
have been made.
considered for publication.
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Top 10 Things NOT To Say
During Your Interview

Those Wacky Profs!
Thank goodness for this disclaimer: These quotes are real. All quotes come from the
indicated (or not) professors. Feel free to submit your "Wacky Prof' quotes to
thorn@ rose-hulman.edu, along with name, class name (including section), date, and
setup. All quotes must be verified before publication.

a I thought this six pack might make the interview a little more
fun!
9. Is my offer contingent upon a drug test?
8. How much do you make?
7. Do you have any naked pictures of your wife?
6. ...do you want some?
5. Nice suit...did I see that on sale at Sears?
4......m sorry, I dozed off. Could you repeat that?
3. Mind if I smoke?
2. Do you smell that? I just $&!# my pants...delicious!
1. Do I make you horny, baby?

"If it's good enough for my mom,it's good enough for you."
-- Andy Kinley (11-30-98)
(Telling his Artificial Intelligence class to call him "Andy" and not "Doctor Kinley",
"Professor Kinley", "Andrew", or anything else unless they want toflunk the class.
Notice how I complied here.)

"I'd slap you, but I'm not allowed to slap my students anymore."
-- Dr. Sherman (12-1-98)

Respectfully Submitted by the Fine People at Dickens Cider
"Everyone needs a little Dickens Cider!"

Starting this week, page 8 will now
feature "Life At Rose" by Nate
Ingalsbe, a senior Computer Science major. If you managed to
pick up a copy of Tim Beery's book
last year, you may have seen some
of his earlier strips.(Freshmen -ask your RA or SA to borrow their
copy!) We're very happy to have
Nate join the staff and continue
producing his comic strip.
But you may be wondering, where's
"Roomies"? Don't worry,"Roomies"
will return soon, when The Thorn
expands to 12 pages. Page 12 will
look very familiar, with the Top 10
list, "Roomies", and "Dilbert". Page
11 will contain "Life At Rose" and
what ever other crap I can throw
in to fill up space. Yeah, it'll be
interesting. With that said, consider this a formal request for
humor writers. Just think, you too
could have your name in The Thorn
staff box of power! Take my word
for it, it's changed my life. Anyway, enjoy the new stuff.
Jason

(Just what it sounds like.)

Th4pazo,8 brought to-yow 6,0.pctet by Tlw Leq,enci,
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YOUR ATTEMPTS
TO SEMICE ME

'TSK.•

EXCUSE ME?

productove,rune..

Zeiclxv Te Macctrena,of T(Atte., kale,r of ok,-so-

WHAT?

I DON'T KNOW
WHAT YIDS) WANT
BLIT YOU WON'T
GET T

IT WON'T WORK

I 00N T WANT
ANYTHPZ

WHAT WON'T
WORK?

COME ON,WHAT
00 YOU WANT'?

2

REALLY,I bCIN T
WANT ANYTHINS

SERIOUSLY?

ACTUALLY,I WANT
YOUR BIX)Y

REALLY?

/

OH YEAH!

DILBERT
7CJALLY, MAY I TAP IN
TO YOUR VAST WISDOM?

(OKAY, 3UT MAKE
SURE YOU PULL
OUT EFORE 'OUR
HEAD EXPLODES.

(-I'VE NOTICED THAT
MANY EMPLOYEES
ARE EVIL , SADISTIC
OBSTRUCTIO NI STS.

DO ALL THE NUTS
(
WORK HERE 3`f
SOME STRANGE
COINCIDENCE

V

OR ARE
(
rD
ON'T
MOST
FOCUS
EMPLOYEES
ON THE
EVIL?
)
EVIL
ASOK
c 00
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Page 8

FOCUS ON THE
FEW EMPLOYEES
WHO SEEM GOOD.

THEY'RE THE ONES CO
WILL STM3 YOU WHEN
YOU'RE SLEEPING !
TRUST NO ONE
BUT THE LAZY !

reI WARNED
YOU TO
PULL OUT

